
SPECIALITY WALL &
WINDOW FILM



Photochromic (or transition) window film darkens when the
sun hits it, rejecting up to 50% of the sun's heat. The film
returns to clear once the sun is off the window. Great for
managing variations of light and heat (created by changing
seasons for example), enabling you to create just the right
environment. 

Smart Switchable - ON – OFF mode switches the film from
being clear (transparent is ON) to frosted (opaque is OFF).
Acting as a kind of electronic blind, it provides complete
privacy and security for any glass, window or partition with
its frosted appearance. This unique film technology also
transforms glass into a high definition rear or front
projection screen. Applications this can be useful for
include in bathrooms, toilets, study areas where the space
can be seen through glass. 

Total UV window film can be carefully applied to any
glazing, it completely absorbs UV rays and the light emitted
by the sun or the moon up to 420 nm (+ 90%). Reducing
aging and discoloration of exposed items or furniture its
the best option for protecting items that sit permanently or
semi-permanently in a window or behind glass.

Projection film is designed specifically to enable projection
of movies and/or images onto a wall or window surface.

Clearboard film transforms your glass surfaces into a 
 "board" for use with dry erase markers, while preserving
total clarity and transparency. Magnetic whiteboard film is
another such option, laminated to a ferrous film, it
transforms smooth or glazed surfaces into an erasable
whiteboard. The added benefit of the magnetic film is that
you can hang things from it that are magnetic or use
magnetics to hold items up at the board. 

Antimicrobial film are designed to kill 99.99% of germs on
contact. The durable and waterproof laminate can be
adhered to any surface to protect from bacteria. 

 
With manufacturers'

warranties and
professional installation,

you can rest assured you’ll
get the quality product and

finish you deserve.

 
At AlpineTint, we have a
range of window films to

meet your individual
needs.

Have a special
requirement? Chances
are we have a film to
suit.

0409 320 410 | www.alpinetint.com.au


